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Abstract. The paper looks for differences in MIMO system
capacity when using either single-, mixed-, or multiplebounce geometry based stochastic channel models
(GSCMs). The investigation considers Saleh-Valenzuela
temporal indoor model, expanded for angular domain. In
the model omnidirectional and idealized sector antennas
were used as array elements. The single-bounce
assumption, combination of single and multiple bounces,
and pure random multiple bounces assumption were
compared within “temporally identical” environment
regarding the overall MIMO capacity. Assumption of
clustered scatterers/reflectors is used in all three cases.
The comparison is performed in statistical sense, using a
large number of stochastically generated temporal models.
The model is two- dimensional, i.e. neither elevation angle
nor polarization/ depolarization was considered.
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1. Introduction
Stochastic channel models (SCM) [1] are important
ingredient for practical evaluation of newly designed
communication systems. They enable generation of
numerous channel simulations, upon which performance of
a system under development can be tested. To that goal,
however, channel models must be adaptable for use with
a specific system, coding scheme, modulation and topology
(mobility, MIMO, multiple users, handover schemes, etc.).
Besides taking into account the need for adaptability,
the designers of stochastic model are confronted with even
more challenging question: is the model, and to which
extent, realistic. While more realistic features are being
added to the model, the model becomes more complex and
difficult to use. Therefore every SCM is a trade off in
which one needs to keep in mind the list of simplifications
implemented in each model, test the impact of these
simplifications, and reflect upon it when drawing general
conclusions.

In that sense this paper aims in testing the difference
when using single-, mixed-, or multiple-bounces
assumption in the family of geometry-based stochastic
channel models (GSCM) [1]-[4].
This investigation is unique in a sense that usually
researchers either use single-bounce [5] or multiple-bounce
[6], [7] assumptions, both suffering a simplification, former
of ignoring rich multiple-bounces, and later of ignoring the
correlation between angle of arrival (AoA), angle of
departure (AoD) and delay, present in single bounces. The
difference between these three bouncing approaches is
analyzed statistically, by running 80 times the same
stochastic temporal model (thus obtaining 80 different
realizations) and then comparing MIMO system capacities
when applying different bounce schemes to these 80
realizations. Comparison for delay spread would be
pointless since identical temporal model was used in all
cases. This work focused on high-level practical
consequences of using different bounce schemes.
Investigation included validation across different antenna
array elements, using idealized omni- and sector antennas.
Also, validation of element spacing impact was performed.
The power, temporal and angular distribution of
arriving rays around the receiver (Rx) are modeled using
Saleh-Valenzuela-Spencer (SVS) model [8], [9]. This
model is limited to single-input-multiple-output (SIMO)
and multiple-input-single-output (MISO) and it was
expanded in this paper to be applicable also for MIMO
systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
description of SVS model and explains how we adapted
this model to the full MIMO support. Section 3 introduces
different ray bounce schemes to the model, and section 4
explains methodology of comparison between model
schemes by means of ergodic capacity. Section 5 presents
comparison of performance for considered schemes.

2. Description of the Model
Although the channels considered in the paper are
symmetrical and antenna arrays of both sides can be used
for both transmitting and receiving, for clarity of
presentation one array will be labeled as transmitting (Tx)
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and the other as receiving (Rx) end. Thus AoDs are
corresponding to angles of rays departing from Tx end and
AoAs are corresponding to angles of rays arriving to the
Rx end.
Parameter
Distance between Tx & Rx
Standard deviation of AoAs
within the cluster
Cluster arrival rate
Ray arrival rate
Cluster decay constant
Intracluster decay constant
Distance
power
law
coefficient
Tx power
Noise floor

symbol
r

value
20m
240

Λ
λ
Γ
γ
α

1/(17 ns)
1/(5 ns)
34 ns
29 ns
3.5

PT
N

0 dBm
-110 dBm

Tab. 1. Parameters of the model, identical to those used in [9]

SVS model relies on the temporal model developed
upon indoor measurements by Saleh and Valenzuela [8]
and extended to SIMO i.e. MISO case by Spencer et al. [9].
The model separately treats temporal and spatial
domains. Parameters used in this paper are parameters from
the literature [9] listed in Tab. 1. The temporal domain is
modeled as Poisson stochastic process. The angular

distribution of rays around receiver (Rx) assumes uniform
angular cluster distribution with Laplacian intracluster
angular distribution of angles of arrival (AoAs).
This initial calculation for establishing ray properties
around Rx comes directly from SVS model and is shown as
top most box row in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 depicts new algorithm
that enables, unlike SVS model alone, obtaining a MIMO
channel realization of the model, its transfer matrix H and
corresponding MIMO capacity.
Once the rays properties (power, delay, AoA) at the Rx
are established (light green boxes in Fig.1), the rays AoD
are calculated according to the selected bounce scheme
(yellow boxes in Fig. 1). Finally, antenna element distances
are determined (2.5 or 4.0 cm), as well as Tx element
patterns (omni, sector 180° or sector 120°), as noted in
light red boxes in Fig. 1.
At a scattering point a uniformly distributed random
phase of either 0° or 180° is offset to each ray. Initial
temporal model [8] used continuously and uniformly
distributed random phase between -180° and 180°, but we
find it impractical since in this work wideband channel is
analyzed. It is also physically just to assume only these two
cases of phase shift (0 or 180°) at the scattering point. This
approach has already been applied in [10].

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the model procedures for obtaining MIMO channel matrix
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Geometry model of the system was reduced to two
dimensions, omitting the elevation angle as a parameter.
The distance between Tx and Rx array locations was set to
20 m, and in case of directive antennas, the element
radiation pattern was oriented in a way that line connecting
Tx and Rx cuts the radiation pattern symmetrically, and
pattern maxima were directed to each other. The antennas
we applied at Tx were idealized omnidirectional antennas
(with standard dipole gain of 2.15 dBi), and idealized
sector antennas of either 180° or 120° of coverage. Sector
antenna gains were higher than omnidirectional, adjusted
to ensure their overall radiated power equals to the radiated
power of omnidirectional antennas. Thus fair comparison
for impact of reduced azimuth coverage could be
performed. At the receiver side we used only
omnidirectional antennas with 2.15 dBi gain.
For the purpose of investigation, a 3-element linear
array at both ends (3 x 3 MIMO system) was considered,
and capacity was calculated for an overall bandwidth from
3.25 to 3.90 GHz. The band was chosen so, because in
related work [11] we considered real, non-idealized
stacked patch antennas which operate in that frequency
band. Regarding the distance between antenna array
elements, two values were considered: 2.5 cm and 4.0 cm,
for both Tx and Rx arrays. Further on, these arrays will be
referred to as 2.5 cm arrays and 4.0 cm arrays, although
their actual total lengths are 5 cm and 8 cm, respectively.
Fig. 2 shows geometry of all simulated cases. The
element radiation (gain) patterns are shown symbolically,
around the centre element of the array. All three types of
Tx element patterns are shown: omnidirectional (solid
line), 180° sector (dotted line) and 120° sector pattern
(dashed line).

Fig. 2. Relative position of Tx and Rx antenna arrays with sketched
considered element radiation patterns: omnidirectional antenna at
Rx and 3 different radiation patterns at the Tx. Patterns are drawn
around the centre element for clarity, but all array elements at each
side had identical radiation pattern

3. Modeling of Single-, Mixed- and
Multiple-bounces
Due to their simplicity, single bounce models [5], [12][13] are the first choice in GSCM. It is natural; the power
of the ray that travels from Tx to Rx is significantly
reduced each time it suffers a bounce, i.e. reflection,
refraction or scattering. Still, it was found [7] that in rich
scattering environments, such as indoors or street canyons,
double and even triple bounced rays should be accounted
for. It is also found that ray-tracing algorithms converge
only after third-order reflections are included [14].
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There is a fundamental difference between single and
multiple bounced rays: while in the case of single bounced
rays the triplet of AoA, AoD and time delay are directly
related to each other, such direct relation does not exist for
multiple bounces. Our investigation is motivated by the
question: is it appropriate to model all rays as multiplebounced (as in [12], [15]) or will the fact that strongest
rays are usually single-bounced cause a discrepancy
between models and real scenarios.
We approached the problem indirectly, by comparing
most popular bounce-management (BM) schemes and their
combination. The comparisons were performed in
statistical sense on all mentioned MIMO antenna array
types, under 80 random temporal+AoA scenarios.
Multiple-bounce clusters are modeled by uncoupling the
AoA, AoD and time delay through independent generation
of AoAs and AoDs.
The considered BM schemes are:
1. Single-bounce (S-B) scheme – all rays undergo only
one reflection when traveling from Tx to Rx; AoA, power
and time delay of rays are calculated using SVS model and
AoD is than calculated geometrically from AoA and time
delay, as elliptical model in [9]
2.
Mixed single- and multiple-bounce (Mix-B)
scheme - all rays belonging to the “first 33% clusters”, i.e.
with the shortest cluster time delay and of higher strength,
in accordance to applied statistical model [8], [9], are kept
single-bounced; for the remaining rays the multiple-bounce
scheme under 3. is applied;
3. Multiple-bounce (M-B) scheme – AoDs are
selected in the same manner as AoAs, i.e. AoD’s cluster
angle is chosen using uniform distribution around Tx, and
intra-cluster distribution is again Laplacian, as in [9]. This
model is inspired with twin-cluster model from [15];
4. Multiple-bounce zero-intra-cluster-AoD-variation
(keyhole) (Key-M-B) scheme – same as under 3, except that
there is no randomness in intracluster distribution for
AoDs; all rays within the cluster have AoD equal to
cluster’s AoD.
The 4th scheme describes scenario in which the first
bounce, after rays are launched from Tx, goes through a
“strong keyhole-like” area. Due to the symmetry, this case
has the same effect as the case where such a “keyhole-like”
area appears as the last bounce before Rx. It is expected
that for this scheme, on average, capacity is the lowest.
Fig. 3 illustrates these four schemes. There,
average/typical values for AoAs and AoDs are graphically
illustrated: in single bounce scheme angle spreads at Tx are
different than at Rx; in mixed- and multiple-bounced
schemes those clusters that are labeled as multiple-bounced
have (on average) identical angular spreads, and finally,
“keyhole” scheme has angular spread at Tx side reduced to
zero.
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For the calculation of MIMO capacity, the formula for
maximal obtainable capacity without channel state
information (CSI) at the transmitter [16] is used:

a) Single-Bounce Scheme

b) Mixed-Bounce Scheme

c) Multiple-Bounce Scheme

S max =

⎡ ⎛
C
SNR
⎞⎤
= log 2 ⎢det⎜ Ι m +
⋅ H ⋅ H * ⎟⎥
B
n
⎠⎦
⎣ ⎝

(1)

where n corresponds to the number of Tx and m to the
number of Rx antennas, I denotes identity matrix, SNR
senotes signal-to-noise ratio, H is MIMO transfer matrix in
spectral domain and * denotes conjugate transpose of the
matrix. C here denotes capacity and B the available
bandwidth. Capacity was calculated in frequency domain,
frequency by frequency, and for performance comparison
an average capacity was used, which corresponds to total
throughput divided by bandwidth.
The values presented here are average capacities within
the bandwidth. Dependence of capacity upon frequency for
one sample environment is shown in Fig. 4. This Rayleighlike chart illustrates that 3-element array could not obtain
sufficient angular resolution to distinguish all present rays
individually (neither in reality this can be achieved due to
small number of antennas), so that some rays are bundled
together into beams. Each of these beams varies (Rayleighlike) with frequency, since these “bundled” rays change
their electrical lengths and sum up with different phase.
Still, minima are much smaller than if it were (powerequivalent) ordinary Rayleigh/Rice distributed SISO case.

d) Multiple-Bounce (keyhole) Scheme

Fig. 3. Illustration of four considered schemes

4. MIMO Models and Ergodic Average
Capacity Calculation
As mentioned above, 80 different temporal+AoA
realizations were generated by SVS model as described
before. For each of these realizations to describe a doubledirectional channel also AoD distribution is needed, which
was generated according to each of four bounce schemes
separately, as described above and in Fig. 3. Since for each
of these ray-delay-AoA-profiles all 4 bounce schemes
described in Sec.3 were separately applied for AoD
realizations calculation, total number of different generated
environments is 320. In all of these environment
realizations 3 types of antenna elements were used at Tx,
and array element spacings were either 2.5 cm or 4.0 cm, at
both Tx and Rx (4 element spacing combinations). Thus
we dealt with 3x4=12 different antenna array combinations
at air interfaces, i.e. 12x320=3840 different MIMO
channels realizations were simulated in total. All channels
were of dimension 3x3, and for each a capacity was
calculated in the band of 3.25 GHz to 3.9 GHz.

Fig. 4. Illustration of capacity as a function of frequency

5. Results
For the matter of easier presentation Tab. 2 lists all
considered arrays at Tx or Rx and their type number that
will be used further for labeling the arrays in the
presentation of results.
Tab. 3 and 4 show the ergodic capacity, averaged within
the band 3.25 to 3.9 GHz for MIMO systems with Rx array
types 1 and 0, respectively. Only capacity with CSI at the
receiver is considered. Identical 80 Temporal+AoA
realizations were used for calculating ergodic capacity, and
only AoDs distributions differed accordingly, dependent
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on the applied bounce scheme. Beside the ergodic capacity,
its standard deviation is presented. It is worth noting that in
spite of some deviation among realizations, within same
Temporal+AoA realization, the higher-lower-order for
capacities of different bounce schemes corresponded in
above 80% of realizations to the higher-lower-order of
their corresponding ergodic capacities.
Array type
0
1
2
3
4
5

Array elements
omnidirectional
omnidirectional
1800 sector
1800 sector
1200 sector
1200 sector

The results in Tabs.3 and 4 for Mix-B scheme fall in
between of results of S-B and M-B schemes, just as this
scheme is created as a mix of these two schemes.
It can be also noted that scheme 4 (keyhole effect) in all
charts yields lower capacity than schemes 1 and 2, and in
many cases, the difference is significant. This behaviour is
quite expected due to reduced number of uncorrelated
paths.
One final remark: the increase of capacity for S-B
cases due to more directional Tx antennas, while directed
towards Rx antennas is not stabile. At certain angle of
directivity the capacity would start to drop, due to the
increasing number of multipath rays that get excluded due
to the increased “blind angle range”. This effect can
already be observed in Tab. 4 where for arrays with 2.5 cm
element distance the S-B ergodic capacity for 180° sector
antennas still increases, compared to the omnidirectional
case, but for 120° sector antenna array it decreases,
comparing to their 180° sector antennas counterpart.

Distance
between
elements
4.0 cm
2.5 cm
4.0 cm
2.5 cm
4.0 cm
2.5 cm

Tab. 2. Considered array types and their labels

Looking at the results, it can be noted that for
omnidirectional array elements in all cases there is a small
difference between S-B and M-B schemes.
For directional array elements the difference of M-B to
S-B schemes becomes significant. Capacity for M-B case
steadily decreases with increased directivity, since MIMO
diversity is reduced as some rays are lost.
Capacity for S-B case steadily increases, since due to
the fair-comparison conditions, the gain and ERP (effective
radiated power) of directive antennas increases. This can
be explained by the fact that we had Tx sector antennas
directed towards Rx antennas, and by the fact that singlebounce assumption somewhat “focuses” available AoDs
exactly in angle range where sector antennas are directed.
Due to the same reason, if we would have directed our
sector antennas away from Rx, the capacity would drop,
compared to omnidirectional case.

Single-Bounce Scheme
Tx type
(acc. to Tab.2)

6. Conclusion
In this paper we investigated differences in radio
channel modelling when applying different GSCM
schemes, using calculated ergodic capacity as a measure of
comparison. For this study we expanded Saleh-ValenzuelaSpencer indoor temporal+AoA model to the MIMO
functionality and considered single-, mixed- and multiplebounced environments, on 80 random realizations with
different antenna topologies on both Tx and Rx end.
In total, we calculated capacity for 3840 different 3x3
MIMO channels. Results have shown systematic
tendencies and major differences in calculated capacities
for 4 schemes that were considered.

Mixed Bounce Scheme

Multiple-Bounce Scheme

Multiple-Bounce (Keyhole)
Scheme
Ergodic
EC's standard
Capacity
deviation
(EC)
[bits/s/Hz]
[bits/s/Hz]

Ergodic
Capacity
(EC)
[bits/s/Hz]

EC's standard
deviation
[bits/s/Hz]

Ergodic
Capacity
(EC)
[bits/s/Hz]

EC's standard
deviation
[bits/s/Hz]

Ergodic
Capacity
(EC)
[bits/s/Hz]

EC's standard
deviation
[bits/s/Hz]

23,71

2,15

23,58

2,29

23,28

2,41

22,33

3,02

22,50

2,09

22,36

2,32

22,56

2,33

21,86

2,78

Type 2 (1800,
d=4.0cm)

25,73

2,29

25,16

2,63

22,03

3,32

19,92

4,11

Type 3 (1800,
d=2.5cm)

24,30

2,26

23,75

2,66

21,45

3,13

19,55

3,95

Type 4 (1200,
d=4.0cm)

26,44

2,55

25,67

2,83

21,47

3,94

17,62

5,40

Type 5 (1200,
d=2.5cm)

24,36

2,44

23,58

2,74

19,92

3,68

16,69

4,96

Type 0
(omnidir.,
d=4.0cm)
Type 1
(omnidir.,
d=2.5cm)

Tab. 3.

Ergodic capacity of considered MIMO systems and schemes (in bits/s/Hz) averaged over 80 temporal environment random runs, averaged
within the band 3.25 to 4.0 GHz, for all considered Tx array types and Rx array type 1 (omnidirectional antenna elements at distance d=2.5cm)
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Single-Bounce Scheme
Tx type
(acc. to Tab.2)

Mixed Bounce Scheme

Multiple-Bounce Scheme

Multiple-Bounce (Keyhole)
Scheme
Ergodic
EC's standard
Capacity
deviation
(EC)
[bits/s/Hz]
[bits/s/Hz]

Ergodic
Capacity
(EC)
[bits/s/Hz]

EC's standard
deviation
[bits/s/Hz]

Ergodic
Capacity
(EC)
[bits/s/Hz]

EC's standard
deviation
[bits/s/Hz]

Ergodic
Capacity
(EC)
[bits/s/Hz]

EC's standard
deviation
[bits/s/Hz]

24.36

2.13

24.35

2.24

24.14

2.38

23.05

3.08

23.18

2.27

23.15

2.44

23.33

2.32

22.52

2.82

Type 2 (1800,
d=4.0cm)

25.94

2.26

25.72

2.45

22.88

3.48

20.58

4.39

Type 3 (1800,
d=2.5cm)

24.48

2.45

24.32

2.68

22.19

3.25

20.14

4.20

Type 4 (1200,
d=4.0cm)

26.30

2.48

26.00

2.61

22.37

4.21

18.24

5.71

Type 5 (1200,
d=2.5cm)

24.06

2.50

23.82

2.67

20.70

3.95

17.20

5.22

Type 0
(omnidir.,
d=4.0cm)
Type 1
(omnidir.,
d=2.5cm)

Tab. 4.

Ergodic capacity of considered MIMO systems and schemes (in bits/s/Hz) averaged over 80 temporal environment random runs, averaged
within the band 3.25 to 4.0 GHz, for all considered Tx array types and Rx array type 0 (omnidirectional antenna elements at distance d=4.0 cm)

Due to the fact that the use of directional sector
antennas at base-station side is quite likely in many
applications of MIMO systems, results obtained for S-B,
M-B and Key-M-B schemes with these antenna types at Tx
are very important. Based on these results, we can address
the question whether all rays could be modeled as multiplebounced (for simplicity) or should single-bounced rays be
modeled as well, and incorporated into model for example
in a way proposed in this paper as a Mix-B scheme. The
results suggest that in order to implement directional
antennas for GSCM of different scenarios, the process of
measurement, parameterization and modeling should detect
and estimate accurate portions of both S-B and M-B rays,
which could then be implemented jointly in the model
according to suggested Mix-B scheme.
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